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Fruity Loops Autotune Plugin For Logic Pro

Then there are the thousands of apples loops which are already time and pitch flexible.. Not to say that FL is the only sequencer
avalible (although it is the easiest to use); Reason, ACID Pro (Bit more geared toward recording/editing), and Cakewalk Kinetic,
are some other very powerful sequencers.. Response to 2008-04-24 01:31:13 At 4/23/08 07:23 PM, InsaneSmilie wrote: Please
keep in mind that logic is primarily an audio editor while FL is primarily a senquecer.. Either way you go, it will take you a
while to get quality results If you have any questions feel free to ask or IM me:) Mo.. Also Logic Pro is not currently the
indestry standard pro tools is Not to say that it's not a professional program, but if you don't have the proper hardware to record
with than you may be better off with FL.. Logic Studio: It's industry standard Response to 2008-04-23 19:23:00 Please keep in
mind that logic is primarily an audio editor while FL is primarily a senquecer.. Of course, this isn't black and white there is
some cross over in everything (most professional sound engineers run both Logic and Protools so they can work with everyone)
If you are new to computer music production and are leaning more towards electronica or hiphop, go with FL.. Also Logic Pro
is not currently the indestry standard pro tools is Not to say that it's not a professional program, but if you don't have the proper
hardware to record with than you may be better off with FL.

Protools is used much more in professional studio production and recording while Logic is used more by the professional home
musician, which is almost every single electronica producer you can think of.. Download Free Antares Autotune VST, This is a
Free Download, Free Software to use.. That said it has some very powerful tools for this, but agein is not the only program for
it.. Logic also comes packed with three different jam packs (remix, rhythm section, and symphony orchestra) which vastly
expand your sound sets.. Logic Pro is an editor, although it does have some loops and midi compatibility, your really wasting
your money if you get it just for that.

I just pulled Logic up and counted 67 effects/mastering/metering tools and 13 instruments (and the sampler comes with literally
hundreds of different sound sets) and 22 garage band instruments, and they all have hundreds of presets.. (you get two 5 lbs
manuals with Logic Pro! One for Logic itself and one for all the plugins) Logic has much much more in box than FL as well..
Sequencers are good if you don't know how to play an instrament or have the hardware to record since you can do everything on
the computer.. If you are leaning more towards home recording, rather than computer composition, then the better choice would
be Logic.. It's easy to access samples and stuff, and on Windows, I know how to 'install' VSTs.. Aug 12, 2008 What’s Better –
Fruity Loops, Reason, Logic Pro Or Pro Tools You cannot add VST’s and Plugins, however you can add samples to NNXT and
Redrum.. Other good ones include: Cakewalk Sonar, Adobe Audition, and Pro Tool (current industry standard), and on
reflection ACID Pro probably fits more into this catagory.. Response to 2008-04-24 16:57:57 At 4/24/08 01:31 AM, Mo-Tech
wrote: o_o Wow

All of that sounds great, but let me tell you from experience, it can feel very overwhelming at first.. The 'industry standards' are
both Protools and Logic (while the NG standard is FL).. Ill informed, or just talking out your ass? Go to a book store Read a
magazine Logic, Protools, and Cubase all do essentially do the same things.. It's really ment for people who record their music
and want to editing on what they've recorded.. It is cheaper and it will be easier to grasp the fundamentals of computer based
composition than the higher end programs.. That shit comes with like 7 programs!Only 2 of which I've used so far I used FL for
ages before I got my Mac and Logic.. Add effects to Voice and Vibrato Download Free Autotune Plugin Response to
2008-04-23 18:42:18 If this is literally 'Logic Studio 8' versus 'FL Sudio 8' then it's Logic Studio hands down.. I'll probably now
continue to use both I don't want to do cons, so I won't Pros of both: FL Studio: It's very easy to get used to and you can pick it
up well within a good month of using it.

The Logic vs Protools vs Cubase debate is old and stupid, but all three offer much more flexible than FL, but you pay for it and
the learning curve is steep. e10c415e6f 
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